LOOKING TO STAY NEAR CAMPUS?
OUR RECOMMENDED & DISCOUNTED HOTELS

LET VENUE READING FIND YOU A PLACE TO STAY CLOSE BY

We have handpicked a few places to stay if you’re planning on stopping over in Reading before/after your event or visit to campus. These hotels are all within a 5-minute drive or bus journey to the University of Reading. We have also negotiated the best rates with some of the hotels on your behalf so you can book directly with the hotel.
Please note Venue Reading are not linked to the discounted hotels in any way and your stay would need to be booked directly with the hotel. Discounted rates may change depending on the date of your stay.

1. **Hilton**, Drake Way, RG2 0GQ
2. **Malmaison**, Station Road, RG1 1JX
3. **Voco**, Select Car Leasing Stadium, RG2 0FL
4. **Roseate Hotel**, Reading, RG1 3EJ
5. **Premier Suites**, Reading, RG1 2JF
6. **Holiday Inn**, Basingstoke Road, RG2 0JG
7. **Crowne Plaza**, Reading, RG1 8BD
8. **Crowne Plaza**, Reading East, RG41 5TS
9. **Penta Hotel**, Reading, RG1 7RH

Other hotels in Reading:
10. **Travelodge**, Winnersh Triangle, RG41 5TE
11. **Premier Inn**, Winnersh Triangle, RG41 5HE
12. **Premier Inn**, Central Reading, RG1 2HN
13. **Premier Inn**, Reading Gateway, RG2 0GG

*SPECIAL UOR RATES

10% off

**Voco, Reading**

10% discount on rooms booked direct with Voco when use this link.

Select Car Leasing Stadium, Reading, RG2 0FL 0118 925 3500

*Please note Venue Reading are not linked to the discounted hotels in any way and your stay would need to be booked directly with the hotel. Discounted rates may change depending on the date of your stay.
Malmaison, Reading
10% discount on Malmaison, direct room rate. Use ‘UREAD900’ here.

The ROSEATE, Reading
12% discount when you use ‘Bucketlist2024’ when booking here.

Hilton Hotel, Reading
10% discount on the Hilton Hotel direct room rate. Use ‘PR22UR’ here.

Crowne Plaza, Winnersh
15% discount on the hotel’s direct room rate. Use ‘786987022’ here.
Premier Suites, Reading
10% discount on the premium serviced apartment rate when you use ‘UNI10’ here.

Crowne Plaza, Reading
15% discount on rooms booked direct with hotel quoting ‘786987022’ here.

Holiday Inn, Reading
15% discount on rooms booked direct with Holiday Inn when you use discount code ‘786987022’ here.

Penta Hotels, Reading
15% discount on rooms booked direct with hotel when you use ‘?????’ here.
The Greenlands Hotel is set within the 30 acre Henley Business School estate in the Oxfordshire countryside, providing well-appointed accommodation on the banks of the River Thames in Henley. The hotel offers 100 ensuite bedrooms comprising of 2 twin balconies, 6 king balcony, 1 family and 4 accessible rooms all featuring the same great facilities and fully equipped with all the comforts you would expect.

Find out more and book online via venuehenley.com

OUR RIVERSIDE VENUE WITH A VIEW

Conveniently located in close proximity to the centre of Reading, our premium ensuite halls are available for group bookings for a range of clients. Whether you are filming at Shinfield Studios, going to Reading Festival, attending Summer Graduation, organising a school trip, reunion event, visiting the local tourist locations, a summer school/camp or any other summer programmes you are looking to launch or grow, we can assist with your accommodation requirements.

If you would like to visit to see our premium ensuite hall accommodation or would like to talk to us about your summer plans, please get in touch with the Venue Reading team on info@venuereading.com or 0118 378 5657.

Available for group bookings during the Universities Summer Vacation - July, August & September.

STAY AT OUR HENLEY CAMPUS, THE GREENLANDS HOTEL

STAY IN PREMIUM ENSUITE HALLS